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Abstract: The talk will outline the application of new machine learning techniques to analyze big 

geospatial data, namely, satellite images, geophysical and geological data, to develop a process to 

more accurately identify sites for geothermal exploration while reducing costs. The AI methods 

based on deep learning are very accurate. However, they require a large number of labeled data 

sets. In geosciences, labeling large data sets is a challenge. The talk will present a new 

methodology developed using statistical and machine learning (SML) methods to automatically 

label data from big geospatial data to be used in deep learning models. The automatic labeling 

approach requires an understanding of indicator parameters that indicate the existence and non-

existence of a geothermal site. The talk will demonstrate the use of SML methods for identifying 

the indicator variables for geothermal exploration with a focus on compiling and processing big 

geospatial data (e.g., satellite, geological, geophysical, and drill hole data) for the three geothermal 

sites: Brady Hots Springs, Desert Rock, and the Salton Sea. The fault density, mineral markers, 

deformation, and land surface temperature, are four major indicators for the geothermal sites. The 

talk will emphasize specific machine learning and spatial statistical models to process satellite and 

geological data to obtain indicator layers. It will also demonstrate how these data sets are 

incorporated into labeling and prediction models. Then the results of deep learning algorithms in 

predicting geothermal sites will be presented. The developed deep learning model is based on the 

transfer learning approach. A trained network for a labeled data set is used for predicting other 

sites, without using additional training data from the other sites. The talk will show the results of 

AI for each site and show the results of a prediction for the Desert Peak site using an AI trained 

for the Brady site data. 
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